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Project Title: “Experimentally characterizing the electronic structures of f-electron systems using 

advanced high resolution Fourier transform microwave spectroscopies” 

 

PROGRAM SCOPE 

We aim to (i) provide data that directly addresses the fundamental roles of actinide valence electrons in 

chemical bonding, and (ii) serve to provide prototypical data for the heavy element computational 

chemistry community. These goals will be achieved through the first pure rotational spectroscopic 

measurements on prototypical systems at ultra-high resolution.  These systems encompass low 

oxidation state uranium and thorium compounds including, but not limited to, UX and ThX, X = F, Cl, Br, 

I, and UY and ThY, Y = O, S, and other simple U and Th-containing compounds.  Our primary 

experimental tools involve time-domain rotational spectroscopy achieving line widths and resolutions of 

a few kHz.  

RESULTS 

Despite pre-award success on the measurement of the rotational spectrum of thorium monoxide, initial 

findings during the period of funding cast dispersions upon whether our instrumentation, in its existing 

configuration, had sufficient sensitivity for further actinide studies. To investigate this further we 

embarked upon several further exploratory experiments on the pure rotational spectroscopy of heavy s 

and p block metal-containing diatomic molecules.  Target molecules included barium monosulfide, tin 

monochloride, tin monosulfide, lead monofluoride and lead monochloride.  Some resulting sample 

spectra are shown below. 

 

Figure 1.  A portion of the chirped pulse Fourier transform microwave spectrum for Barium Monosulfide. 



These preliminary investigations revealed a great deal about the instruments sensitivity limits and 

allowed us to examine methods for improving sensitivity, such as experimental timings, power levels 

etc. 

DISCUSSION 

Spectra were obtained for heavy metal-containing species with both closed-shell and open-shell 

electron configurations and analyses of the spectra has been successful using the SPFIT software of Herb 

Pickett.  Important groundwork was performed in regards to instrument optimization. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the short period of funding covered in this award early set backs have been addressed and the 

prospect of success in future work considerably improved.  Future work will revert back to the pursuit of 

pure rotational spectra for both uranium and thorium –containing species. 


